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perspective	of	the	observer).	Grabbing	a	blue	marker,	he	adds	color	to	the	white	paper,	squiggly	lines	soon	filling	the	space	around	the	green	strip.	Evan,	another	friend,	comes	by	to	check	out	Monroe’s	setup.	He	stands	over	the	paper	while	Monroe	continues	to	color.	“I’m	not	close	to	being	done,”	Monroe	says,	with	clear	excitement	rather	than	annoyance,	“When	I’m	done,	this	is	probably	going	to	be	as	big	as	the	library!”	Evan	continues	to	observe.	Sensing	his	interest,	Monroe	puts	a	lid	on	the	blue	marker	to	offer	his	friend	a	short	tour	of	his	creation	so	far.	Upon	closer	view,	this	is	much	more	than	a	large	blank	piece	of	paper	decorated	with	squiggly	blue	lines;	this	is	an	oceanscape	(thus	the	need	for	a	blue	marker)	with	three-dimensional	elements	scattered	about	made	from	paper,	tape,	and	popsicle	sticks.	Monroe	points	at	the	slim	strip	of	green	paper	in	the	corner,	“That’s	Sepron	he’s	a	sea	serpent.”	Grabbing	one	end	of	the	green	strip,	he	moves	the	paper	around,	creating	the	sense	that	the	serpent	is	thrashing	his	head	back	and	forth.	“And	that,”	grabbing	a	tangle	of	popsicle	sticks	sticking	up	vertically	from	the	paper,	“is	a	six-headed	sea	monster.”	Though	stuck	to	the	paper,	Monroe	tilts	the	creature	to	highlight	the	six	heads.	“It’s	from	Beast	Quest.	I’ve	read	almost	all	the	books	in	the	series.	I’ve	seen	the	movies	too,	but	now	I’m	more	of	a	book	person.”	This	scene	unfolded	in	a	kindergarten	and	first	grade	(K/1)	mixed	age	classroom.	As	the	teachers	in	this	classroom	explored	the	possibilities	of	creating	digital	media	with	young	children,	writing	workshop	became	a	kind	of	filmmaking	playshop.	Notebooks	and	folders	were	pushed	aside	to	have	space	for	puppetmaking,	setmaking,	and	digital	filmmaking.	Children	were	encouraged	to	work	with	friends	to	draw	film	plans	on	storyboards	and	construct	paper	toys/puppets,	scenery,	and	props	in	order	to	tell	stories.	Monroe	initiated	his	Beast	Quest	project	by	constructing	a	large	piece	of	paper.	What	looked	like	a	single	large	piece	of	paper	was	actually	nine	sheets	of	letter-sized	white	paper	(most	rescued	from	the	recycling	bin)	connected	together	with	masking	tape	on	each	seam,	creating	a	nearly	two-foot	by	four-foot	canvas.	Instead	of	drawing	scenery	on	a	flat	backdrop	and	then	taping	it	to	the	wall,	Monroe’s	plan	was	to	keep	the	large	paper	on	the	floor	and	add	three-dimensional	elements	to	create	an	interactive	setting.	His	inventive	approach	reflected	elements	of	play	mats	or	play	rugs	often	found	on	the	floor	of	children’s	bedrooms	as	well	as	plastic	play	sets	(e.g.,	Fisher-Price	Little	People,	Playmobil,	Melissa	&	Doug)	that	line	the	shelves	of	preschools	and	playrooms.	Such	play	sets	offer	an	open-ended	context	in	which	children	add	toys	or	everyday	objects	to	enact	different	scenes.	Monroe	referred	to	his	three-dimensional	creation	as	a	“setup”	rather	than	using	terms	like	“backdrop,”	“setting,”	or	“scene,”	which	were	used	more	regularly	by	the	other	children	and	teachers	in	the	classroom.	Rather	than	a	backdrop	where	the	
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making	in	teacher	education	coursework—and	specifically	in	literacy	methods	courses—offers	a	productive	direction	for	future	practice	and	research.	The	second	pathway	involves	researchers	partnering	with	in-service	educators	to	explore	questions	of	pedagogy,	theory,	and	curriculum.	Using	a	teacher	study	group	model,	researchers	and	practitioners	can	engage	in	action	research,	developing	emergent	curricula	situated	and	responsive	to	the	realities	of	classroom.	In	the	Beast	Quest	example,	Monroe’s	teachers	participated	in	a	study	group	that	developed	an	emergent	filmmaking	curriculum	for	primary	grades	(Wohlwend	et	al.,	2013).	Though	these	teachers	worked	at	a	public	charter	school	that	arguably	enjoyed	more	flexibility	and	professional	support	than	many	nearby	neighborhood	schools—especially	those	labeled	as	“low	performing,”	state	standards	and	high	stakes	testing	were	still	very	real	pressures.	As	part	of	this	group,	teachers	discussed	a	range	of	questions	from	the	theoretical	(Should	children	have	to	write	something	down	for	it	to	be	considered	writing?)	to	the	practical	(In	a	classroom	where	space	was	limited,	how	do	we	organize	and	keep	track	of	children’s	three-dimensional	creations?).	Teacher	study	groups	offer	one	model	with	clear	benefits	to	teachers	and	researchers	from	building	local	face-to-face	relationships.	Another	model	for	working	with	in-service	teachers	leverages	online	tools	and	platforms	to	build	an	extensive	community	of	practice	across	time	and	space.	NWP’s	involvement	in	the	annual	summer	Connected	Learning	Massive	Online	Open	Collaboration	(CLMOCC)	(Smith,	West-Puckett,	Cantrill,	&	Zamora,	2016)	merges	making	and	writing	with	the	aim	of	remixing	and	reinventing	core	Writing	Project	practices	through	a	Connected	Learning	perspective	(see	http://clmoocmb.educatorinnovator.org).	Organized	around	iterative	“Make	Cycles,”	the	CLMOOC	invites	educators	of	all	kinds	to	make/compose,	collaborate,	and	distribute	multimediated	artifacts	as	members	of	a	participatory	online	community	while	collectively	considering	what	this	means	for	their	work	with	children	and	youth.	The	goal	across	both	pathways	should	be	to	create	ongoing	support	structures	that	provide	opportunities	for	teachers	to	build	community	and	to	critically	examine	the	possibilities	and	dilemmas	of	making	in	the	classroom.	Pooling	collective	resources,	teachers	“teach	past	contradictory	institutional	policies	and	free	[themselves]	from	these	‘stuck	places’”	(Boldt,	Salvio,	&	Taubman,	2009,	p.	15).	Here,	we	push	further,	suggesting	that	teachers	might	also	teach	toward	the	messiness	of	an	emergent	curriculum,	working	with	children	in	the	nexus	of	play	and	making	as	a	site	of	collective	meaning-making	and	cultural	production.	We	suggest	using	the	term	“maker	literacies”	moving	forward,	describing	collaborative,	play-	based,	communicative	practices	that	move	beyond	writing.	Maker	literacies	include	digital	puppetry	and	e-textile	puppetmaking	(Buchholz,	
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